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Adopt a Puppy aged 4 to 6 months
for only $14 from now until Feb. 14!
This Valentine Adoption Special is
being held in conjunction with the Best
Friends Give Love promotion.
Animal Harbor is a Best Friends
Network Partner.

Delilah goes to Texas

Delilah was left tied to a tree by an owner
who didn`t want her anymore. Franklin
County Animal Control saved her from that
unfortunate situation, and then they and
Animal Harbor worked together to get her
transferred to the Harbor. Delilah was the
epitome of a hound, she was goofy, and
smart, and very vocal. It took a while for her
to find a home that was just the right fit, and
when she finally did, her adopters were from
San Antonio Texas! Delilah`s new family
happened to be visiting Franklin county
when they stopped in based on a family
members recommendation and found their
perfect match.

Arabella gets over her shyness
This beautiful tabby point kitty adopted a
family that already had a full house and
didn`t have room for nother. The family
cared for her until Animal Harbor was able
to find space for this mature kitty. Once
Arabella got here, she was very shy. It took
her a while to trust us, especially since she
was getting medicine for an abscess on her
jaw. The daily medicine did not help her
warm up any quicker. But once she healed
and realized we only had the best intentions
at heart she became the loving and cuddly
cat we always knew she could be. She
found a home after being here about a
month and is absolutly adored by her new
family.

Doug and Wilder
Doug Traversa has been volunteering with
us for many years. He has recently taken
one of our senior residents home as a
foster. Wilder is a sweet and gentle Whippet
mix. He has been doing great, and has
adapted well to crate training. Now that he
has had some time in a home, and Doug
has taught him some manners he is more
ready than ever for a fur-ever home!

Fosters needed in case of Disaster
Disaster can strike at any time in the form of
a tornado or a fire or some other event. We
are working on our disaster plan and need a
few more volunteers who would be willing to
foster animals if such a disaster occurs. If
you can do this, please contact Sue Ridyard
at sridyard@sewanee.edu
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